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FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION TECHNOLOGIES 

Maritime and Naval Operations 

 

 

About the Event 

13th March 2021 marks the onset of the Centre for Security Studies’ (CSS) Online Lecture 

Series for this year. Dr. Vijay Sakhuja, the invited speaker, delivered an informative and 

engaging talk on the “Fourth Industrial Revolution Technologies: Maritime and Naval 

Operations” to an audience of twenty-two. The relevance of the topic was best summarised by 

Zeus Hans Mendez, Centre Coordinator for CSS, who during the session said, “the topic….is 

one that is intersectoral and, as many places that we research in, especially in Security Studies, 

we are going to encounter it”. The session focused on the advancement in maritime technology 

cognisant and within the ambit of the fourth industrial revolution and Dr. Sakhuja covered a 

variety of topics including the revolutionised nature of maritime technology with the 

introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AI); Blue Economy; the global standings of navies the 

various navies of the world vis-à-vis maritime technology and its usage; as well as the 

importance of data, its storage, and analysis within the sphere of maritime security. Bereft of 

time, Dr. Sakhuja was unable to conduct a question-answer round at the end of the lecture, 

however, he has promised the same will be held sometime in the near future.  

Highlights and Insights 

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) advances are transforming military and industrial 

activities at sea and on land around the world”.  Dr. Vijay Sakhuja began the session with a 

brief insight on the evolution and revolution of naval and maritime activities. With a brief 

description of his area of expertise, Dr. Sakhuja reminisced the outset of his research on 

maritime and naval operations dated 2016 after a 26-year experience in the field, which was 

followed by the writing and publishing of short articles on the subject at hand. A prolific writer, 

Dr. Sakhuja has recently authored a published book titled ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution 

Technologies: Maritime and Naval Operations’. The contents of the book encompass the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution Technologies, Maritime Commercial Operations, Navies and 

Fourth Industrial Revolution, 4IR in Western Navies, Asian Navies and 4IR Technologies, 4IR 

and Indian Navy, 4IR and Blue Economy, and Ethics and International Law. 
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Dr. Sakhuja classifies the evolution of maritime advancement in parallel to that of societies and 

industries, that is, Society 1.0: Hunter Society; Society 2.0: Agrarian Society; Society 3.0: 

Industrial Society; Society 4.0: Information Society, which is what we are currently in; and 

Society 5.0: Smart Society, the near future. He also mentions societies’ exit from the 

electronomics phase while entering into a more digitalized world with cyber physical systems, 

the latter comprising Industry 4.0 and inclusive of 3d printing; increased investments into cloud 

computing; system integration, 6g; underwater cables; injectables for cancer cells 

identification; digital twinning; the incorporation of Japanese art forms of  Kirigami, Origami, 

and Warigami; biomimetics; AI cyberwarfare; materials such as Graphene; Internet of Oceans- 

Augmented Reality; AI enabled warfare; Singularity and more.  

 

Further, Dr. Sakhuja presented his thoughts on global shipping routes, commodities, and 

technologies and the transformation of shipping routes and systems. The same, he claims, is 

manifested in the transformation of that which is shipped, from “Low Volume - High Value to 

“High Volume - Low Value”. The explanation of this is based on the classification from Ship 

1.0 to Ship 5.0, where we are currently in the Ship 4.0 phase of autopilot, GPS system, engine 

room automation. The succeeding phase would be Ship 5.0 manifested in full automation, on 

site monitoring with intelligence lookouts known as MASS (Maritime Autonomous Surface 

Ships). Dr. Sakhuja also explained the transformation of fuel over the years, from wind and 

coal to the more contemporary usage of LNG and oil, and followed by the more sustainable, 

clean, and green future using wind and solar energy. In doing so, the speaker does not fail to 

mention the future of ‘Digital Twinning’ which may prove to be “a transformation as far as the 

shipping world is concerned”. Significant remarks were also made regarding warfare at sea, 

oars, sails, sails-gun, battle ships and more, mentioning the US Navy’s drone warship and 

platform centric ships. 

 

Dr. Sakhuja presented an extremely important and rather interesting view on the evolution of 

captains: from telescopes to binoculars to AI Captains, leading to a probable displacement of 

humans by AI and smart intelligence, a future of augmented reality. He pointed out a rather 

important fact with regards the development of naval capabilities, that is, the sphere of the same 

being dominated by the West, more specifically the United States, followed by British Navy, 

and that of the French. Grasping still, and in dissuasion of a popularly held opinion, was Dr. 

Sakhuja’s denial of the superiority of the Chinese Navy, also known as the People’s Liberation 
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Army Navy (PLAN), as compared to that of the US with further comments on the long way 

that the PLAN is yet to go. He excitingly put forward his thoughts on the smaller navies of 

Israel and Singapore that are doing extremely well given their lack of resources and limitation 

of interests.  

 

On the rising Blue Economy, Dr. Sakhuja placed an emphasis on the 5Vs: Volume, Velocity, 

Varsity and more, all based on data. He says, “Ocean economy will be there for a long time, 

but this requires sustainability which in return requires technologies and intelligence”. Given 

the current pace of climate change and environmental degradation, it is hard to disagree with 

Dr. Sakhuja when he states that the future of maritime prowess lies in the emerging need for 

sustainability. On Ethics and International Law, he analyses how machine intelligence will 

surpass that of human. An analysis on human intellect turning to trans-human based world is 

worth noting here, as according to Dr. Sakhuja, it will be a “seminal moment”. The harsh reality 

as he says, for most countries including India, is that this moment of singularity is just about a 

decade away, i.e., by 2030. This leads him to raise concerns about ethics, morality, international 

law, use of AI, reliability, accountability and governability.  

 

Coming towards the end of the session, Dr, Sakhuja talks about the way forward on the existing 

issues of maritime trading ecosystems embracing and maximizing efficiency, how AI captains 

will help improve decision making, humans’ tasks being replaced by bots and robots 

specifically in the tasks of flying, sailing or shipping, higher levels of intelligence thus 

surpassing human intelligence, and later more intelligence-based warfare. According to him, 

not only bots but drones as well would lead to a more smart but dangerous world with an 

abundance of data and, hence, the navy will gradually shift towards an emphasis on data 

analysis, and the field would likely be interspersed with experts in the field of data analysts. 

He urges, “it’s time to think out of the box” as maritime and naval disruptions will become 

more frequent and require polities across the world to abandon conventional methods of 

operating in favor of adapting to the changing tide within the maritime technological arena.  

 

In his concluding remarks, and as is evidenced through the intermeshed nature of data and 

technology, Dr. Sakhuja reminds us that the way forward in mastering 4IR is data as, “those 

who rule data, will rule the entire world”. Left with many questions that the audience would 

have liked to ask Dr. Sakhuja, we patiently await an interactive session where we may put 

forward our questions and further discuss the topic at hand.  


